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		Countermark

		The dependable, secure and leading encryption technology that enables you to track, trace and authenticate your products or documents

		

	

	
		The dependable, secure and leading encryption technology that enables you to track, trace and authenticate your products or documents

	

	
		
			
				track_changes
				 Why do I need traceability?
			

			At Wessex Technology we provide Countermark, a unique way to digitally sign paper or electronic documents, industrial and food products. Countermark helps businesses and their customers be certain about the documents they view and the products they buy.

			Our message is simple - Countermark helps businesses retain customer trust and grow revenue by protecting income and removing uncertainty caused by counterfeiters and people that alter diplomas and similar documents.

		

		
			
				
					download
					 Whitepaper
				

				The Australian Meat Processor Corporation has been investigating the use of directly printed Countermarks as part of their traceability strategy.

				Download now!

			
		

	

	
		
			
				How can Countermark help you?
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			Make your products and produce your documents as you do now
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					subtitles
				

			

			Integrate a Countermark according to the type of product or document 

			
				
					fast_forward
				

			

			
				
					trolley
				

			

			Distribute and sell your products and documents as you do now

			
				
					fast_forward
				

			

			
				
					mobile_friendly
				

			

			Encourage your clients to use the Countermark App, they get certainty, you can add customer engagement

			
				

			

		

		
			Make your products and produce your documents as you do now

			Integrate a Countermark according to the type of product or document 

			Distribute and sell your products and documents as you do now

			Encourage your clients to use the Countermark App, they get certainty, you can add customer engagement

			

		

		
			
				Countermark is a secure marking system that is human-readable using encryption based on cryptography to keep your information safe and secure. Data can be added to a Countermark only once - its data integrity is assured. Check authenticity anywhere, at any time with our mobile phone App.

				
					
						phone_android
						 Get The App 
						phone_iphone
					 
				

			

		

	

	
		
			Countermark is right for you if you are...

		

	

	
		
			...a trainer, operate a test facility or provide CE marking

			
				description
			

			If the diplomas or certificates you produce are being faked or altered after you issue them, you lose money from reduced training course sales.

			If you produce CE certificates and reports, and these are falsified it could harm your reputation if the products being certified are investigated by the enforcement authorities.

			Countermark will increase revenue protection by preventing fake documents.

		
		
			...making 3d printed or additive manufactured parts

			
				conveyor_belt
			

			You want manufacturers to switch from injection moulding to additive manufacturing.

			Adding a Countermark to the surface of the parts will give your clients confidence that the parts you supply are fully traceable. The resin batch, the 3d printing machine used, the CAD model, the day it was made on and more can be stored on the Countermark.

			Additive manufacturing needs traceability, Countermark does this.

		
		
			...actively concerned about food safety

			
				dining
			

			We are what we eat. Being able to show consumers their food origin gives them the reassurance they want and, for some, the exact ingredient information they need.

			The traceability offered by Countermark can make recalls more accurate, quickly avoiding health scares as well as minimising waste and reputation concerns.

			Countermark will increase consumer brand confidence by protecting the food supply chain.

		
		
			
				psychology_alt
				 Find out more
			
		

	

	
		
			
				Why our clients choose Countermark

			

		

		
			
				
					qr_code_2
					More secure than QR codes due to our cryptographic based encryption
				

				
					phone_iphone
					Android and iOS apps allow Countermarks to be scanned anywhere
				

				
					rule
					Controlled document access that can be revoked at any time
				

			

			
				
					visibility
					Human-readable code makes ERP integration easy
				

				
					task
					Audit trail created as critical data is timestamped
				

				
					block
					Spoofed Countermarks easily detected and original issuer notified
				

			

		

	

	
		
			Don't just take our word for it...

			
				
					
					
					
					
					
				

				
					
						
							
							
								“Countermark has provided us the solution which uses the latest technology to secure, authenticate and validate our certificates.” 

								Sari Leino, Compliance Director International, ACM-CCAS Limited. 

							

						
					

					
						
							
							
								“ISO-Accelerator is committed to the integrity of our digital certificates and opted to use Countermark because of the security it provides to our customers.” 

								Tiffany Bartusevics, ISO Accelerator.

							

						
					

					
						
							
							
								“More mail is delivered in a timely manner now. The Duo Double Feed Detector helps USPS to provide an enhanced level of customer service, reduces mail processing costs and helps to protect the stamp revenue base.” 

								Carolyn Youngblood, Program Director, Technology Acquisition Management, USPS. 

							

						
					

					
						
							
							
								“Countermark team’s customer first approach has made it easy to deal with them and they have been supportive and helpful throughout the process, beyond expectations.” 

								Sari Leino, Compliance Director International, ACM-CCAS Limited. 

							

						
					

					
						
							
							
								“We use the Word add-in to add the Countermark to the certificate and store it in the cloud. This helps us to provide services at a competitive price without compromising quality” 

								Tiffany Bartusevics, ISO Accelerator.
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